
From: Van Der Lern. Angela
Sent: 29 June 2012 16:25

11cr. Kevin: Teare. Pam: Sveenev. Mark (Private Office):
Latharn, Jason

Subject: RE: Submission: SSCS Tribunals video

As requested. here s a note of the contact between MOJ and DWP officials and views ot
Chris Grayling. as we in policy understand it (Kevin Pam - pis jump in if anything to add).

• DWP policy officials contacted MOJ policy yesterday and explained that the video
had appeared on the MOJ website again. They said that it had come to the attention
of DWP press office through blog sites reposting links to the video under the banner
‘heip make chris grayling mad - spread the video he didn t want you to see (example:
Nt:’,blacktrianlecarnain.or201206,27hel-make-chris-ralin-mad-hel-

They explained that Chris Grayling was
not pleased and asked what was happening with the revised version of the video.

• MQJ policy (my team) then rang HMCTS who liaised with Comms, and the video was
removed very quickly (within 30 minutes). The video had been up for 16 days by the
time it was taken down.

• My team rang DWP to say the video was down, and they said they were
the Departments quick response. I

• We rang DWP policy this morning to let them know that the video had reappeared on
youtube under a different user name, and explained our options: that we can request
videos be taken down off youtube as breaches of copyright, but that it is much more
difficult on the wider web. Additionally. we explained that seeking to get the video off
individual websites may draw attention to the matter and inflame the issue. DWP
asked us to attempt to remove the youtube videos, but agreed that attempting to stop
the video spreading more widely on the web was problematic. My team
communicated this to HMCTS and Comrns.

• The urgent sub that was requested this morning from Comms and HMCTS went up to
you.

• My team rang DWP this afternoon, to double check that Chris Grayhng did in fact
know about the matter, which they confirmed. We let them know that a letter
explaining the situation would be sent shortly.

We are unaware whether contact took place between DWP MO,J/HMCTS press offices.

Hope this 3 what you needed. but p!ease let us know if not.

thanks, Angela

Angela san der Lem
Deputs Director for Admin Justice. Court and 1 rihunal Fees and Qoroner% Plic
Ministry of Justice
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From:
Sent: 29 June 2012 15:16
To: Van Der Lem, Angela
Subject: RE: Submission: SSCS Tribunals video

Angela — given the sub doesnt really address what contact there has been between MOJ

officials and DWP. and the views of CG, it would be useful to have a short note on this (email

is fine) by the end of today so we can address this in the meeting on Monday.

Thank you

From:
Sent: 29 June 2012 15:14
To: Van Der Lem, Angela; Teare, Pam; Sadler, Kevin

Cc: Sweeney, Mark (Private Office);
Subject: RE: Submission: SSCS Tribunals video

Thafs fine Angela, thanks for letting me know.

From: Van Der Lem, Angela
Sent: 29 June 2012 15:12
To: ; Teare, Pam; Sadler, Kevin

Cc: Sweeney, Mark (Private Office);
Subject: RE: Submission: SSCS Tribunals video

Unfortunately I am on leave on Monday - just spoke to about this. If it is essential that I

am there can you please come back to me before the end of the day?

thanks.
Angela

Angela van der Lem
Deputy Director for Admin Justice. Court and Tribunal Fees and Coroners Policy

Ministry of Justice

From:
Sent: 29 June 2012 15:08
To: Teare, Pam; Van Der Lem, Angela; Sadler1 Kevin



Cc: Sweeney, Mark (Private Office);
Subject: RE: Submission: SSCS Tribunals video

Pam, Kevin. Angela

Thank you for the submission below which the Minister will consider over the weekend. id be
grateful f you could attend a meeting with the Minister at lOam on Monday morning at 9.21a.

— please let me know if you will also attend.

Happy to discuss

Many thanks

From: Oldham, Roger
Sent: 29 June 2012 12:56
To: Submissions, CPG
Cc: Romeo, Antonia; Handcock, Peter; Teare, F

- -.

Subject: Submission: SSCS Tribunals video

Please find attached a submission for Jonathan Djanogiy from Pam Teare and Jason Latham.




